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From The Editor’s Desk

PhotographyBB	Online	Magazine	Issue	Twenty-Nine:	Learn,	Practice,	Grow...

Dave	Seeram	is	the	Editor	in	Chief	for	PhotographyBB	Online	Magazine.	As	
the	administrator	of	the	PhotographyBB	Website	and	Forums,	Dave	is	also	
an	 experienced	 author	 of	 several	 Photoshop®	 Actions	 and	Tutorials	 which	
can	be	found	on	http://www.PhotographyBB.com

Welcome to the 29th Edition of the PhotographyBB Online Magazine. As you read through 
this  month’s issue, I’d like you all to keep in mind the themes of learning and practicing. 
The reason why we are blessed to have so many talented contributing authors (I believe) is 

because each and every one of them are passionate not only about photography, but about learning 
also, and sharing that knowledge through their writing. As photographers, we are all in a constant 
state of learning something new, and putting it into practice - it’s how we grow. It’s my hope that with 
each edition of this magazine, you can all gain a new technique, and put it into practice to better your 
natural talents as photographers. 

We have been running our ongoing series on social media, and how photographers are making use 
of it as a networking and self-promotion tool. This month, Mike Frye gives us some tips for managing the 
amount of time spent in the chaos of social media, and how to maximize your social media efficiency.

With all of the gear on the market, it can get confusing when we hear all about megapixels, bridge 
cameras, sensor sizes, etc... This month Jay Livens breaks down sensor sizes vs megapixel count, and 
how the two relate to overall image quality, while Jon Ayres shows us what a “bridge camera” is and 
just how they can be an essential piece of gear for every photographer.

I mentioned that it’s all about learning, practicing, and growing. I’d like to welcome our newest 
contributor, Chris Corradino, who will be showing us some techniques for creating dramatic landscapes. 
In our Portraiture series, Grady Layman explains the similarities and differences between small flash 
units and big studio strobes, and which ones are right for you based on the work that you do.

With the release of Photoshop CS5, there are countless wonderful new features to be explored, 
and this month John Ogden walks us through setting up custom workspaces - a valuable and often 
overlooked feature of Photoshop. Also, as many of you are aware, Lightroom 3 is now out of beta 
testing. Jason Anderson gives us a brief rundown of some of the key new features in the official release 
of Adobe Photoshop Lightroom 3. Additionally, yours truly has contributed a Photoshop tutorial on 

 
We have two guest contributors this month - Dean Neitman (who some of you already know 

as SyntheticTone on the forums) who talks about microstock in our Photo-Preneur column. We also 
welcome Cesar Altamirano, our Spotlight Interviewee this month whom we found on Flickr through 
our mutual interest in the TV show, LOST. Speaking of LOST, I’ll also be showing you a few photos from 
my recent trip to Oahu where I was able to visit and photograph some of the LOST filming locations!

Thanks again to our contributing team for putting together this exciting edition, and to our 
readership who continue to spread the word for us. We appreciate all of you. Grab your cameras, a nice 
hot cup of tea, and enjoy this edition of the magazine!

Dave Seeram
Editor and Publisher
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As a photographer, one of the greatest pains is 
the amount of equipment needed to go on a shoot. 
Being secure in the knowledge that you have enough 
batteries, lenses, and cards to get you through a minor 
nuclear explosion when you are out on a shoot is a 
great feeling. That is until the straps of you bag starts to 
burn your shoulders and your back screams for mercy. 
Deciding on what you need is often a task in itself. What 
can be done to lighten that load?

There was a time when I would pack every piece 
of camera paraphernalia into my bag, every little 
compartment and pocket needed to be filled with spares 
of everything. It’s better to be safe than sorry, right? Yes, 
of course this is true but honestly, do you really need 
that heavy old lens that you never use? I imagine that 
I will get some criticism if I suggest leaving some gear 
behind, though I am going to suggest it anyway. 

Lenses: Having a lens obsession is normal for a 
photographer. Many treat their lenses as if they were 
their children or pets. This is ok but don’t be afraid to 
leave them at home from time to time. All that glass 
gets heavy. What feels light at the start will have you 
wishing you owned a mule by the end of the day. The 
likelihood of you actually needing that 200 or 300mm 
zoom lens in an urban setting is very low unless you are 
some kind of shady photographer or something. So you 
can leave that at home if you want to photograph pretty 
benches and flower baskets. Of course, you might want 
that longer lens for candid shots but you may just be 
drawing attention to yourself. 

Bodies: Unless you are a professional 
photographer by trade, and happen to be shooting a 
wedding or something, carrying around two or more 
bodies in the same format is no fun. Unless you really, 
really want to or feel you need to, just leave one at 
home. It reduces the risk of them both being stolen, 
or damaged on the same day by half. I find more than 
one body to be a more of a hassle than anything else. 
Usually I either bring out either my medium format or 
DSLR. Sometimes both, but I find it’s much easier to get 
a good run of shots if there are no decisions to be made 
about which camera to use.

Memory Cards & Batteries and Chargers: The 

smalls of the photography world. Bring as many cards 
as you have or like, they are light and very portable. Just 
don’t carry them all together in one little pouch. If you 
lose one, you lose them all so keep some in your pocket 
and some in your camera bag. 

Batteries are heavy, small but put a few of them 
together and the weight adds up. I suggest you bring 
your whole plethora of batteries, within the limits of 
reason. If you are using your on-camera flash or flash 
unit, your batteries will wear out much quicker. Bring 
some spares for the flash too. Through experience, 
disposable AA batteries for your flash last longer than 
rechargeable batteries (you can’t plug your charger into 
a tree in the forest unfortunately).

If you are on an excursion that won’t have you in 
close proximity with a power outlet there is not much 
point in bringing along your chargers for the ride. The 
adapters you hook up to your car battery may be handy, 
but consider it only if needs be.

Light Meters: Light meters are fantastic devices, 
but you have one built in to your camera. Unless you 
feel it is an essential part of your operation, just leave it 
at home. Your better judgment will give you a great shot 
anyway. Besides, you learn about light faster when you 
have to work it out for yourself. 

Tripods: Depending on what you are shooting 
and the time of day or night. A tripod is something that 
you either definitely will need or definitely won’t need. 
That is from my experience in any case, so think about it 
before you have to lug it around as deadweight. 

Water & Snacks: Not your typical photography 
accessory but you may find yourself hungry and thirsty 
while stuck on the side of a mountain with only the 
padding from your bag to eat. So bring along some 
water and some light eatables.

Planning is a great place to start before you go on 
a shoot. Don’t become a slave to your stuff. Work out 
where you are going; if you don’t know, be broad with 
your location. Is it urban, sub-urban, or rural? Work 
around that and do your best to bring the right gear 
for the occasion.

LIGHTENING THE LOAD - By Kenneth Fagan

Confessions of a Photographer...
EDITORIAL THOUGHTS, FACTS, AND OPINIONS FROM THE TEAM AT PHOTOGRAPHYBB.

This article is Copyright © and courtesy of Kenneth Fagan. Please contact the author directly with any questions.



http://www.nyip.com/ezine/holidays/firewks.html?code=D339
http://www.nyip.com?code=D339
http://www.nyip.com/ezine/enewsletter.html?code=D339
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HOW TO TIME-MANAGE THE SOCIAL MEDIA CHAOS - By Mike Frye

Social Media for Photographers
SOCIAL NETWORKING AND SELF-PROMOTION TECHNIQUES FOR THE PHOTOGRAPHER / ENTREPRENEUR

Over the last four months you have been 
introduced to the three main social 
networking websites that PhotographyBB 

uses. We have referred to them as the “big three”. We 
hope you have found the information useful and that 
you have signed up to share your photographic work 
with others on these networks.

If you have signed up, then there might be 
something that you have noticed about being 
involved in social networks. That is, just how time 
consuming it can be sometimes, especially when you 
have photographic work that must be done separate 
from being on the Internet. However, working in the 
realm of social networking does not have to be so 
time consuming, or even overwhelming if that is what 
you may be sensing.

Managing your time as you share, interact, and 
market on social networks can benefit you greatly. 
It can also bring your efforts to connect with others 
under control if they seem or feel out of control. Here 
are a few things you can do to ensure that you are not 
over expending time trying to keep up with it all.

Self Regulate
Know your limitations. You cannot be all things 

to all people social networking. There is a tendency 
when first involved with networking to be there every 
time new information is released, or to hover over your 
accounts to see who might initially reply to what you 
have posted or updated.

These are absolutely a waste of your time and 
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your efforts. Sometimes you might need an immediate 
response from someone, but by and large this is rarely 
the case, and if it is the case you may want to look 
for a different way to communicate with that person. 
Remember the people you connect with will be there 
at some point, so relax. You will have time to interact 
later today, tomorrow, or even next week.

Determine a set amount of time daily or weekly 
to manage your social networking accounts and 
then stick to what you have determined as best you 
can. You have many obligations to attend to during 
any given day or week. Do not neglect those for the 
sake of immersing yourself in the world of social 
networking and its vast marketing potential. Your 
time is valuable, so manage it well.

Be Purposeful
Why did you get involved with social networking? 

Have you determined that? This series of articles has 
presented a variety of ways photographers use social 
networks to promote the work they do. From that 
perspective allow us a little latitude in giving you a 
warning. You became involved to better your skills, 
abilities, and craft as a photographer. Didn’t you? Do 
not lose sight of your purpose.

Social networking can become a major distraction 
from what you have set out to do. Stay on point with 
your involvement. You chose to be a photographer, 
which means you have specialized in photography 
from the social networking perspective.

Remain focused on that and allow others to focus 
their efforts on what they have determined to be their 
specialty. That does not mean you should not interact 
with others outside of photography. You absolutely 
should, but remember your primary purpose and 
avoid the distraction trap that may waste away your 
allotted time.

Turn It Off
Choose to get away from you social networks 

once a week. Go “web-dark” (nothing Internet) for 24 
or 48 hours. Doing this will prevent a couple of things 
from happening.

First, it will keep “burn out” at bay. Everyone needs 
time to decompress from business. Being involved 
with social networking can overwhelm you when you 
are trying to keep up with what you and others are 
doing every day of every week. Reserve your right to 
take a break.

Second, it allows you to remain focused on your 

real mission; that of being a photographer. Just as 
stated before, your focus is photography and although 
marketing your photographs is a major part of your 
efforts, turning it off will give you some time to plan, 
time to learn, time to play, and time to relax.

Use Tools
There are some incredible tools that may help you 

manage your time on social networks. They range from 
applications on your cell phone that allow you to be 
mobile with your networks to web based applications 
that allow you to be in the future on your networks. 
Some of these can help you stay update without being 
tethered to a computer, notify you of trends related to 
photography, and allow you to schedule information 
to be posted on future dates.

 There are many applications for what is described 
above and it is difficult to suggest one over another, 
because everyone has their preference based on what 
works best for and available to them. An article on tools 
for social networking is coming in the near future. For 
now we encourage you to explore these applications 
on your own and find some that might work for you.

Managing your time with social networks will bring 
you control over how you interact; share, and market 
on those networks with which you have chosen to be 
involved in. Staying fresh, so that you can drive your 
purpose to fruition is an important part of success. 
Choose to manage your time in networking, so that 
balance is found in the photographic work that you do.

This article and photograph are Copyright © and courtesy of Mike Frye. Please contact the author directly with any questions.
Facebook™, Twitter™, flickr™ and respective logos are registered trademarks and copyright © 2010
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SENSOR SIZE, MEGAPIXELS, AND IMAGE QUALITY: By Jay Livens

Photographic Food for Thought
CONSIDERATIONS AND ISSUES FACING THE MODERN DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHER

In today’s never ending specification wars, camera 
manufacturers have fixated on megapixels as a 
differentiator.  The implicit assumption is that more 

megapixels make for better image quality, and many 
consumers have bought into this idea.  I cringe when 
I hear people say “I have a great new pocket-size 
camera with 15 MP and this better than the latest 10 
MP dSLRs!”  The reality is that image quality is often 
unrelated to megapixels. 

If you have been indoctrinated into the way of the 
camera companies then you are probably thinking, “you 
are nuts, more megapixels means more image detail.”  
Unfortunately, the number of megapixels is only half 

of the story; the other half is sensor size.  These two 
elements are indelibly connected and unfortunately 
while one, megapixels, increases frequently, the 
other stays the same or gets smaller.  The irony is that 
increasing the number of megapixels on a fixed sensor 
size often results in worse image quality.

Sensor sizes vary widely from camera-to-camera.  
Sensors are selected based on a number of elements, 
but the biggest factor is the physical camera size.  As 
cameras shrink, they need smaller lenses and sensors 
to maintain the form factor.  The image below from 
Wikipedia graphically depicts the different sensor sizes.
(Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_sensor_format)

Medium Format (Kodak KAF 3900 Sensor)
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The image illustrates how sensors start at a tiny 
1/2.5 inches.  Note that the larger sensors (four thirds 
and bigger) are only used in dSLR cameras and this 
partially explains their superior performance.  The 
challenge in image quality comes down to pixel size.

As sensors shrink and the number of megapixels 
increases, the size of each pixel must decrease.  This 
may sound confusing and so a simple example might 
help.  Let’s say that you need to draw 1,000 squares on a 
piece of 8 ½ x 11 paper.  The squares would be small, but 
then supposed you had to do the same on the back of a 
business card.  They would be tiny!  This is exactly how 
it works with an image sensor and the shrinking pixel 
sizes impact image quality due to the following factors:

Optical Quality
The camera captures the image that is projected 

on the sensor by the lens.  As most dSLR users know, 
image quality will vary depending on the lens.  
Expensive lenses use more exotic glass elements 
and typically provide greater detailed images.  The 
improvement is due to the lens doing a more effective 
job of projecting the image on the sensor.  However, as 
pixel sizes decrease, the camera becomes increasingly 
sensitive to the lens.  The tiny pixels are very closely 
spaced and will capture large amounts of details.  
However, the greater resolution will also capture lens 
imperfections and focus inaccuracies which can result 
in a reduction in image sharpness and quality.  Thus the 
irony is that the smaller sensor will effectively amplify 
both captured detail and imperfections.

Small point-and-shoot cameras struggle with these 
issues since the small camera sizes often necessitate 
optical trade-offs.  The best solution to resolve the 
issue is to use a larger sensor like Canon’s 5D MK II.  The 
camera combines a large number of megapixels with a 
large sensor and thus relatively large pixels.  The result 
is outstanding image quality and resolution.

 

ISO performance
ISO is a measure of sensor sensitivity.  All cameras 

provide high quality images in well lit situations, 
but the real differentiator is low-light.  When ISOs 
increase, the camera amplifies the signal from each 
pixel to capture more light.  A side effect of the 
process is noise.  The amount of noise varies widely, 
but generally you will find that noise consistently 
increases as pixel sizes shrink. 

As previously discussed, increasing megapixels 
results in smaller pixels.  The extreme case is the 
scenario where you have a tiny point and shoot with 
a large amount of megapixels.  As ISOs increase, the 

amplification process causes the tiny pixels to interfere 
with each other causing noise.  This is a key reason 
why you see poorer high ISO performance in point 
and shoot cameras.  DSLRs outperform because they 
use relative large sensors and thus have larger pixels.  
Ironically, Canon has acknowledged this issue and 
decided to actually reduce the megapixels in their 
Powershot G11 as compared to the previous G10.

Remember that while a point and shoot may 
suffer dramatic image degradation with high ISOs, 
you may struggle to see a difference between it and a 
dSLR at very low ISOs.  The logic holds since low ISOs 
require minimal (if any) amplification and noise related 
interference is minimized.

DSLRs provide superior high ISO performance.  
They have larger sensors and thus larger pixel sizes.  The 
combination of these two elements allows for improved 
pixel amplification with a limited impact on image quality.

Summary
In summary, when shopping for a new camera, 

it’s important to remember that megapixels are an 
incomplete and potentially inaccurate measure of 
image quality.  Camera manufacturers continue to 
push the metric because it is easy to quantify and 
they perpetuate the myth of “more is always better.”  
As an educated consumer, you need to look beyond 
megapixels.  Oh and the next time you are out with 
your point and shoot and the person next to you has 
a lower megapixel dSLR, you might want to think 
twice before commenting!

This article is Copyright © and courtesy of Jay Livens. Please contact the author directly with any questions.
Images are courtesy of Wikipedia under the Wikimedia Commons License.
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So is a dSLR camera actually the best camera for the 
photographer, maybe not?  Granted dSLR cameras 
are great cameras which allow a photographer to 

take photos under various situations with ease if they know 
something about photography, but dSLR cameras do have 
their disadvantages which are often neglected to mention.  

Many of today’s prosumer bridge cameras take good 
high quality photos whether the dSLR crowd wants to 
admit it or not.  I only use prosumer bridge cameras and 
I sell many photos.  I can even say I have won money in 
a photography contest against dSLR cameras and I often 
have had my photos named photo-of-the-day when 
dSLR cameras did not. I can also say that I’m a published 
photographer, so the idea that some dSLR enthusiasts 
have that you can only take high quality photos with a 
dSLR camera is just not true.  

The major strength of prosumer bridge cameras is 
that they offer the photographer many of the dSLR camera 
options without having to mortgage your house and wife/
husband. Bridge cameras have several auto modes, white 
balance adjustments, manual settings along with manual 
focusing.  A few even offer manual focusing from the lens 
just like dSLR cameras do.  The advantage of prosumer 
bridge cameras are the many dSLR settings and modes, 
wide zoom range with a quality lens that would cost 
a couple of thousand dollars on a dSLR.  Many bridge 

cameras are as large as a dSLR, but without the extra lenses 
you need to carry around which means you are carrying 
less weight, but newer prosumer cameras are now even 
smaller.  In addition, many prosumer bridge cameras are not 
as fragile and better protected against adverse conditions 
like rain and dust.  Sometimes the travel photographer 
could be shooting under conditions that would destroy 
a dSLR, dusty, rainy or cold conditions that would require 
constant care for the dSLR’s sensor.  I know of many pros 
that now use prosumer bridge cameras, even a few news 
photographers, because these cameras can get the job 
done that they need to do without the fuss of changing 
lens and missing news shots.  

Now, before the dSLR owners get upset and want to 
lynch me, when using a prosumer bridge camera it takes 
work and thought to get quality photos under certain 
conditions that would give the dSLR user little trouble, but 
that’s the nature of a camera with a smaller sensor.  Granted, 
most dSLR cameras are a lot better than most prosumer 
cameras, but photography is not about the camera used, 
but the person behind the camera that makes for great 
shots; a fact which some dSLR owners seem to have a 
problem with.  If the prosumer bridge camera owner knows 
their camera, its weaknesses and how to overcome them, 
then getting dSLR results can often be achieved.  A dSLR 
owner may not have to give as much thought to what they 
are doing, but the prosumer bridge camera owner under 
certain conditions have to put much thought into their 
photos, that is why the prosumer cameras is what I call the 
“thinking photographer’s camera.”

One of the myths of prosumer bridge cameras is that 
they can not take good low light or night shots.  I will 
admit that prosumer cameras can not do it as easily as 
dSLR cameras can because dSLR cameras can use a high 

by Jon D. Ayres 

Prosumer

BRIDGE CAMERAS
BUSTING THE DSLR CAMERA MYTH

BRIDGE CAMERAS HAVE SEVERAL AUTO MODES, 
WHITE BALANCE ADJUSTMENTS, MANUAL 
SETTINGS ALONG WITH MANUAL FOCUSING.

Most photography magazines tend to push dSLR 
cameras as if they are the only game in town for 
taking quality photos.  Yet, almost every camera 
manufacturer makes at least one prosumer 
bridge camera.  From all the how-to manuals on 
photography and magazines about photography, 
it seems as if the prosumer bridge camera is the 
unwanted child in photography. Yet among many 
photographers, prosumer bridge cameras are some 
of the most popular cameras in the world today.
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ISO with less noise because of the larger sensor, but 
prosumer bridge cameras can take excellent night 
shots that can be as good as dSLR night shots.  Since 
most prosumer bridge cameras have poor high ISO 
performance, a lower ISO with a slower shutter speed 
must be used.  When using a slower shutter speed, you 
have to support the camera in some way to keep it 
steady by using a tripod, or at the very least, leaning 
against something.  Now there is one type of low light 
photography that can give prosumer cameras trouble 
and that is action shots in low light, shots of rock 
concerts, circus acts, sporting events, ballets can be 
tough, but not impossible.  This is where knowing your 
camera and how to overcome its weaknesses comes 
into play.  Depending on the prosumer camera, auto 
ISO can help if you’re willing to post process the shots.  
Also using the multi-shot mode usually will guarantee 
one good in-focus shot, and shooting in raw are a few 
of the options open to bridge camera users.

If you’re a dSLR user, then a prosumer bridge 
camera by the same manufacturer could be a 
great combination or supplement to your gear. 
Just about every camera manufacturer makes 
at least one prosumer bridge camera and for 
good reason, not every photographer desires 
or needs a dSLR to take good quality photos.   

Remember, it’s the person behind the camera that 
makes good photos, not the camera.  DSLR cameras do 
make it easy to get great photo results under various 
conditions, but just because you own a dSLR does not 
automatically mean your photos will be great.  Just 
like the dSLR, point-and-shoot cameras or any other 
camera for that matter, prosumer bridge cameras do 
have their place.  Lugging around a heavy bag full of 
lenses and equipment on vacation or on a tour can 
get tiring pretty fast.  If you know photography, how 
to use your camera and want to travel light, a good 
prosumer bridge camera is a great way to go.  No 
camera is perfect for every need, and prosumer bridge 
cameras do have their weaknesses, but considering 
the advantages and flexibility prosumer cameras give 
the photographer, these cameras truly offer many 
options in an easy to carry package. 

Tips for using a bridge camera 
to get dSLR results:
1. Know as much as you can about photography, the 
best setting combination to use for a given situation 
and light source.  The more you know about what 
settings to use, the more options you have open to you 
to get the results you desire.

2. Know your camera fully, know what to expect from 
every shooting mode and setting combination.  You have 
to know your camera’s weaknesses before you can deal 
with them.  If the shooting mode you choose does not 
give the desired results, try other modes and settings.  

3. Never be afraid to experiment.  You never know when a 
setting combination used for another shooting situation 
may just provide results better than you expect.  Too 
often some people only go with what they were taught 
about photography, they only go by the book and they 
end up missing out on getting fantastic shots if they had 
only not be afraid to try something new.

4. Don’t be afraid of post processing. Shoot in raw mode 
and post process on your PC using good software like 
Photoshop and you’ll have post processing that’s far 
more powerful than any in-camera processing on a dSLR.

5. Know about the conditions you will be shooting under 
before you even go out.  If you’re going to be shooting 
a horse show, know what setting you should use, inside 
a dark church, know what settings you should use, 
you have to know about photography to get dSLR like 
results, no different than using a dSLR really. 

6. Do not be afraid of the manual settings and manual 
focus.  These are some of the strengths of dSLR 
cameras, and can also be strengths in using prosumer 
bridge cameras, so use it!

  Try out a prosumer camera sometime. They are 
great for travel, compact, and offer many features that 
are found in dDLR camers. I think you’ll be pleasantly  
surprised at your results.

This article is Copyright © and courtesy of Jon D. Ayres. Please contact the author directly with any questions.
Image of Panasonic GF1 is courtesy of Panasonic.
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Photography Around the World 
PHOTOGRAPHIC EXPLORATIONS OF OUR BEAUTIFUL AND MAGNIFICENT PLANET EARTH

HAWAII: LOST AND MY OAHU ADVENTURE -  By Dave Seeram

Recently, I had the opportunity to visit the 
beautiful state of Hawaii. Like most other folks, 
I have wanted to travel to Hawaii for as long as 

I can remember. Travelling with my wife, as first time 
visitor, we made sure beforehand that this trip was 
going to be memorable. Afterall, not only is Hawaii 
(specifically, the island of Oahu) a stunningly beautiful 
paradise on Earth, but it is also the filming grounds for 
my favourite TV series - LOST.

I strongly believe that when you made the decision 
to travel (especially somewhere you have wanted 
to visit for such a long time), the planning to see as 
much as possible without overloading your itinerary 
is something which should be done meticulously. 
It makes for an interesting trip and ensures you will 
get to do the things you have been wanting to try, 
inevitably building the fondest of memories which will 
last for your lifetime. 

As this was our first trip to Hawaii, and partly 
because I am an avid (or some may say, obsessive) 
LOST fan, we decided to visit the more “tourist-y” of the 
Hawaiian islands, Oahu. The largest and most popular 
city on Oahu is notable Honolulu, a popular tourist 
destination due to the beautiful beaches, fancy hotels, 
wonderful food, and of course - bountiful shopping 
opportunities at many high end boutique stores.

On our first day, we set out to visit the Polynesian 
Cultural Center which is located on the north side of 
Oahu, approximately a 45 minute bus ride from the 
Waikiki hotels area.

The Polynesian Cultural Center is a fantastic 
attraction if you are interested in the cultures of the 
peoples from the Polynesian islands. It is a family 
oriented place with plenty to see, good food, and 
several hands-on activities including a lesson on how 
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to weave leaves, building a fire from scratch, coconut 
cracking, and much more.

The Center includes activities (or pavilions if you 
will) highlighting the culture and traditions of the 
peoples from the islands of Samoa, Aotearoa, Fiji, 
Hawaii, Tonga, and Tahiti. It was amazing to me to be 
able to see the similarities contrasted with the vast 
cultural differences amongst these peoples. 

Everything at the Polynesian Cultural Center is 
authentic from the bamboo walls to the dried leaf 
roofing on the many huts. The Center also boasts a 
traditional Lu’au which is a popular and worthwhile 
“must-do” on your first visit to Hawaii.

Interestingly, the Polynesian Cultural Center is 
completely staffed by students from the Brigham Young 
University of Hawaii. The university offers students of 

The various islands and cultures which are featured at the Polynesian Cultural Center.

A Samoan student demonstrates climbing a coconut tree.The dried coconut tree leaves provide a waterproof roof for huts.
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lesser means (and of Polynesian descent) a completely 
free education in exchange for volunteer work at 
the center. It is a fantastic and positive environment 
where these young people are visibly enthusiastic and 
grateful to be receiving a higher education while also 
immersing themselves in sharing their history and 
cultural traditions. 

It is recommended to book a tour in advance, 
which will pick you up at your hotel, commute you to 
the Center, and drop you off at the end of the night. 
There are various choices of tour packages which can 
be found on their website, but the packages which 
include the guided tour, Lu’au, and night show are 
worth every penny in my opinion.

Our second day was one of the many highlights of 
the trip for myself. This was the day we had booked our 
LOST TV filming locations tour. As a huge (that’s not 
even big enough a word in this case) fan of the show, 
I was itching to photograph for myself some of the 
locations where filming took place. 

Many of the filming locations are public areas which 
can be gotten to on your own, but the nice thing about 
booking a tour is that transportation (which covers 

the entire island) is provided, and the tour guides are 
very knowledeagable about the locations and scenes 
which were filmed there. Even if you are a moderate 
fan of the show, it is a wonderful way to see the entire 
island of Oahu. I won’t get into the details regarding 
every location we saw, but some of the highlights were 
seeing the crash beach, the famous “mountain ranges,” 
the waterfall where the characters Kate and Sawyer 
find the briefcase, and being chased by the smoke 
monster in Dharma-ville! It was a fantastic experience, 
and one I will cherish forever. 

The waterfalls at Waimea Park, where Kate and Sawyer (from LOST) find the briefcase in the water.

The Smoke Monster attacks outside “Ben’s” house.
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After two very long and fun days, we decided to 
make our third day, a “rest-day.” Every beach in Oahu 
is public, so they are often all crowded. However, if you 
are staying at any of the hotels in Waikiki, they most 
all offer a private beach area complete with umbrella 
and beach chairs for kicking back and taking in the 
beautiful view, not to mention catching some of that 
hot sun. Incidentally, remember to bring sunblock, and 
apply it liberally while you are there. 

The following day, we rented a car and drove 
ourselves to visit Pearl Harbor, and the USS Arizona 
Memorial. This is one of those “must-see” locations 
when visiting Oahu. There are several memorials and 
activities to partake in, including a free boat ride to the 
Arizona memorial, and a 15 minute film presentation 
on the history of the events which took place at Pearl 
Harbor. It was a somber, albeit enjoyable experience, 
and something which is worth seeing, especially as a 
photographer.

When you think of Hawaii and the tropics, one 
cannot help but think of pineapples! Luckily, Oahu is 
home to the world-famous Dole Plantation. This is a 
fantastic place to visit on any trip to Oahu, as there is 
plenty to see and do, and great for the whole family. 

One of the older machines at the Dole Plantation. Note the rich and naturally red soil where pineapples grow by the tens of thousands.

Wreckage from the USS Arizona at Pearl Harbor.
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There is a large and interesting garden to check 
out the pineapples in various stages of growth, along 
with banana trees, and beautiful flowers throughout 
the garden. The 25 minute (or so) train ride around the 
plantation was relaxing and informative, with plenty 
of sights to photograph. This one is another “must” 
for landscape photographers, as the sky is a brilliant 
blue, the leaves are bright green, and the soil on the 
plantation is a deep red - talk about natural RGB!

Additionally, the Dole Plantation is home to the 
world’s largest outdoor maze, spread out over a three-
acre area and build from over 14000 colorful Hawaiian 
plants. If you are quick and complete the maze in 
record time, you will also be treated to a prize along 
with having your name recorded at the maze entrance.

Nearby the Dole Plantation is the Waimea Falls 
Park, approximately a 15 minute drive from the Dole 
Plantation. If you are not taking one of the LOST TV 
tours, it is worth visiting on the same day that you visit 
the Dole Plantation since they are located so near each 
other. Remember to bring a swimsuit too, as you are 
allowed to swim right under the falls!

If you decide to take my advice and visit the Dole 
Plantation and Waimea Falls Park on the same day, it 

is also worth driving the rest of the way around the 
island, where you can see the stunning coastline, check 
out the shrimp trucks (a must-do!), and visit the valley 
of the temples, which is home to the famous Japanese 
Byodo-In Temple (also a LOST location). The Valley of 
the Temples offers an atmosphere of serenity and a 
truly connected feeling to the island’s natural beauty. 
As a side note, being so close to the mountain forests, 
you may wish to bring insect repellent with you! More 
importantly though, you will want to make sure your 
batteries are fully charged and that you have ample 
memory cards on this excursion, as the photographic 
opportunities here are countless. 

In leaving the Valley of the Temples, you can 
continue your drive back to the Waikiki hotel area 
either by continuing along the coast, or short-cutting 
it right through the mountains via highway tunnels. 
We decided to take the tunnels, as it is a pretty cool 
experience driving right through such a spectacular 
mountain range.

Our last full day in Oahu was decided to be 
our “adventure” day. For those of you who love the 
outdoors, there are plenty of activities to do. The first 
of which is hiking up to the top of the Diamond Head 
volcano crater. The really cool thing about this hike is 

The Byodo-In Temple located in the Valley of the Temples. 
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that you actually start the hike from the INSIDE of the 
crater. The road drives you straight inside through a 
tunnel in the crater wall, where you park your vehicle 
within the huge crater floor. The hike up Diamond 
Head takes approximately 45 min, but there are 
several points to stop at along the way to take scenic 
photographs (and catch your breath). The hike itself is 
quite moderate, however, the scorching hot sun can 
make the hike somewhat grueling. What seemed like 
almost a very cruel joke, was also a fun experience - I’m 
talking about the 99 step staircase as your last major 
leg of the hike, followed by a tunnel through the crater 
wall back to the outside of the volcano. Once you reach 
the top, the experience is completely rewarding and 

one of the most memorable experiences one could 
ever have. The view is spectacular and you’ll have a 
feeling of accomplishment, not to mention the glorious 
photographic opportunities at the peak.

Coming back down is notably much easier, but 
be sure to pack plenty of water per person, as the 
overall 2-hour round trip hike in the hot sun can cause 
dehydration quickly. This was by far one of the greatest 
experiences of my life, so I highly recommend it to any 
visitor to Oahu who enjoys outdoor physical activities.

Another such location is Hanauma Bay which is 
approximately another 15 minute drive from Diamond 
Head. Hanauma Bay Nature Park is a protected reef, 
and offers world class snorkeling opportunities in 
some of the clearest and most inhabited waters in 
the world. There are tropical fish, underwater plant 
life, and beautiful sea turtles all around. If you have 
waterproofing equipment for your camera gear, this is 
the perfect place to use it. Otherwise, you can purchase 
an underwater disposable camera for less than $12. 

It is worth noting that if you plan on snorkeling in 
Hanauma Bay (or anywhere for that matter), you can 
purchase snorkeling equipment anywhere between 
$15-$40 in Waikiki, which is a far better alternative to 

The view from after hiking to the top of the Diamond Head Volcano crater is spectacular.

To hike Diamond Head, you drive inside the crater and start there!
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renting the “sanitized” equipment which is available at 
the Bay in my opinion. Hanauma Bay is a great place to 
spend an entire afternoon, as the beach is beautiful, 
the water is crystal clear, and the park is complete with 
outdoor showers and food vending areas for those 
mid-afternoon cravings. 

An interesting fact about the Bay is that it is 
actually a volcano crater through which water “spilled” 
into from the ocean side, creating the Bay and 
becoming home to all of the sea life contained in it. 
If you are snorkeling or not, it is a playground for any 
photographer and well worth the visit. 

The last leg of our trip took us to the Nuuanu Pali 
lookout, located deep in the mountain ranges of Oahu. 
The lookout is well maintained and offers spectacular 
views. Due to its geographic location atop the 
mountain peaks, it can be extremely wet and cloudy 
(it is located near the rainforests). The winds can also 
get very high, which were so high when we visited that 
children were able to lean into the wind and have their 
weight fully supported!

One last tip when bringing your camera out with 
you in Oahu. When taking photographs along the 
coast in high wind conditions, it is extremely important 
to remember to bring your lens cleaning equipment 
on your shoot with you. The high winds blow dust and 
salt off the waters, which sticks to your lens. Without 
cleaning equipment handy, you will have a LOT of 
“fixing” to do in post-process!

As you can tell, I thoroughly enjoyed our time 
in Hawaii. Not only did I have the opportunity to 
photograph the locations I have been wanting to 
visit for so long, but I had some fun adventures and a 
memorable experience. If any of our readers have any 
questions about any of the tours or would like more 
info on my experience in Hawaii, please feel free to 
contact me anytime. Aloha!

Hanauma Bay offers world-class snorkeling and relaxation.

Sea turtles are everywhere. This one was posing for the camera.

This article and images contained are Copyright © and courtesy of Dave Seeram. Please contact the author directly with any questions.
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Quick Overview
In life there are many good things that come in small 

packages. A hot-shoe flash is one small package that 
has many advantages over its larger brother, the studio 
strobe. In many situations small flashes can be more 
versatile and easier to use. You can place hot-shoe flashes 
almost anywhere and they are easy to pack. However, a 
small and versatile flash does not solve all the lighting 
problems that photographers are faced with. 

The Construction
There are many different manufacturers of hot-

shoe flashes, but for the most part, their overall 
construction remains the same. The hot-shoe was 
designed for portability. The overall size is rather 

small, which fits nicely inside a camera bag. The 
outside shell is typically plastic that is not only 
lightweight but also durable. The flash attaches to 
your camera by a shoe-mount. That is an electronic 
connection that allows the camera and flash to share 
information back and forth. 

The most important construction feature of the hot-
shoe flash would be the flash tube itself. The flash tube 
is concealed inside a protective plastic box. The front 
portion of the box is clear plastic which helps focus 
the light in one direction. The overall size of the light 
is about 2”x 3”. This is a very small light source, which 
without any modifiers will produce very hard light. 
Some models will also have a zoom heads that further 
focus the light beam, which helps the light travel farther. 
However, the zoom head will not help soften the light; it 
will only make the light appear harsher.   

SMALL FLASH VS. BIG STROBE:  By Grady Layman

Portraiture Photography 101
TIPS AND TECHNIQUES FOR PORTRAITURE PHOTOGRAPHY AND LIGHTING

In the world of image making, there is a whole lot of equipment available for photographers. 
Different cameras, lenses, filters and post processes all help shape your images. When it 
comes to lighting equipment your options are just as numerous. There are multiple light 
manufacturers that all offer many types of strobes. However, what is the real difference between 
hot-shoe flashes and studio strobes? What is going to work best for your type of photography?  

Hot-Shoe Flashes
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Power Supply
Power for hot-shoe flashes will typically be 

provided by four AA batteries or an external battery 
pack. AA batteries are great for limited use but do not 
supply enough power for long events. The external 
power packs can keep you from changing batteries, 
but will also require some more room in your bag. 
A good battery pack can also cost as much as a new 
flash (approx. $300).

The recycle times for hot-shoe flashes can be 
rather slow when set at full power. Sometimes it can 
take 2-5 seconds to fully recharge your flash. This 
would make life very difficult if you were shooting 
a wedding, sports event, or anything that would 
require shooting images quickly. However, hot-shoe 
flashes do not completely “dump” the capacitor when 
working at lower power settings. So if your flash is set 
to ½ power, then you will get two flashes before the 
capacitor is fully drained. 

Light Quality 
As stated above, the light source is only 2” x 3”. 

A small light source will always create a hard, harsh 
light. However, there are a few things that you can do 
to improve the quality of light. There are two things 
that make your light softer; size of your light source, 
and the distance that it is placed from your subject. If 
your flash is placed three feet from your subject then 
it will appear softer than if you place the same light 
ten feet from your subject. This is the same reason that 
shooting in direct sunlight will appear harsh. The sun 
is a large light source but it is very far away. However, 
when the clouds are out, they will diffuse the sunlight 
and make it softer, effectively acting as a closer/larger 
light source. This concept will apply to all light sources.  

Extra Bells and Whistles
The average hot-shoe flash has many electronic 

features that are not offered in studio strobes. The 
most important options are the automatic functions. 
Through the lens metering (TTL) is a very helpful 
tool that takes light readings directly though the 
lens. Other automatic settings take readings out of 
the front of the flash unit which can be inaccurate. 
With TTL, the flash talks with the camera and will 
automatically adjust the flashes’ output settings for 
a proper exposure. This works great for candid shots, 
kids, or anything else moving fast.

Exposure compensation is another tool that can 
make life easier. The exposure compensation can be 
set to overexpose or underexpose the flash power. This 
exposure compensation only adjusts the flash output 
and not the cameras settings. The feature works well 
when using the flash as a “fill” light. All you have to do 
is set the exposure compensation to underexpose the 

flash 1 to 2 stops. This will help fill in the shadows but 
not overpower your main light source. 

Quick Overview
The larger version of the hot-shoe flash is the studio 

strobe. The typical studio strobe has more power (or 
watt seconds) than any hot-shoe flash. This power can 
come in handy when trying to illuminate large areas. 
Studio strobes were designed to be used with light 
modifiers, thus many different modifiers are available. 
However, more power and choices of modifications 
will not solve all of your lighting dilemmas.   

The Construction
The construction of studio strobes can vary from 

each manufacturer more than hot-shoe flashes. The 
construction, unfortunately, is typically related to the 
overall cost of the unit. There are inexpensive studio 
strobes that are made out of low quality plastic and 
won’t stand the test of time. 

A good studio strobe will cost around $400-$2000 
depending on your specific needs. There are many 
studio strobes that use strong, high quality plastics or 
extruded aluminum for the main body. This will increase 
the weight but will also increase the durability and life 
span of the unit. The main control panel can also range 
from analog controls to digital displays. Again, the 
digital displays will come with a higher price tag. 

 
A studio strobe is designed to sit on top of a light 

stand. There is no shoe-mount to attach to the top 
of your camera. More importantly, there aren’t any 
automatic functions because there a studio strobe 
doesn’t communication with the camera. Studio 
strobes have to operate in manual modes, which will 
require a flash meter to determine the power output. 
You will also need a way to trigger the strobe. There 
are many ways to trigger a strobe; PC Cord, wireless 
triggers, or optical slaves. 

The main difference with a studio strobe is the 
location of the flash tube. Studio strobes usually mount 
a “bare bulb” on the front of the strobe head. There is 
not a permanent protective housing for the flash tube. 
This makes replacing the flash tube relatively quick and 
easy. The bare flash tube is designed to be used with a 
reflector, which will help focus the light in one direction. 
Reflectors are about 7” around, which produces a nice 
circular light. However, if you just use the bare flash tube, 
then the light will scatter in many different directions. 
This works really good for placing a lot of fill light into 
a large area. The lighting effect of a bare flash tube is 
difficult to replicate with a hot-shoe flash. 

Studio Stobes
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Power Supply
There are two types of studio strobes; Monoblocks 

and Power Pack systems. Both strobe systems will 
still require a main power source. If you are working 
indoors then you can simply plug them into a wall 
outlet. However, if you need to shoot on-location 
then you will need a generator or external battery 
packs. Both generators and battery packs are heavy 
and expensive. This is something that should be 
considered when looking to purchase studio strobes. 

Monoblock strobes are “self contained” units that 
require one main power supply per strobe. Again, that 
main power can come from a wall outlet, generator, 
or battery pack. Monoblocks are a lot like hot-shoe 
flashes because all the components are built inside the 
flash head. All of the controls are also located directly 
on the strobe. For some photographers this can pose a 
problem because in order to make power adjustments 
you have to walk to each individual strobe. This can 
take a lot of time if you have four of more lights set up. 

A Power Pack system includes both the flash 
head and a power pack. These flash heads are more 
simplistic and lighter weight because the flash head 
only needs to hold the flash tube. All of the controls 
and electronics are located within the power pack. 
Each power pack will also need a main power supply 
just like a Monoblock. Unlike a Monoblock, power 
packs can run multiple flash heads from the same 
pack. This can be helpful because power adjustments 
to your lights can be made from the power pack. Most 
photographers will set the power pack right next to 
where they will be shooting from. 

Light Quality
Studio strobes are typically known to have a better 

light quality than hot-shoe flashes. This is mostly due 
to a larger flash tube and larger reflectors. The average 
flash tube is about 3” around and the reflectors are 
about 7” around. In addition to a larger light source, the 
light is allowed to travel in more directions because it 
doesn’t have a protective housing. However, scattering 
light everywhere can pose other problems. You don’t 
always want light traveling in multiple directions; 
another reason studio strobe manufactures make a 
wide range of light modifiers. 

 
Extra Bells and Whistles

Studio strobes don’t have TTL capabilities or 
exposure compensation. However, they do have a few 
other features that might better fit your shooting style. 

Some studio strobes are now including built-in 
wireless triggering systems (like pocket wizards). This 
is a bonus for most photographers because in the past 
you would have needed to buy a separate receiving unit 

for each strobe. In addition to having a built-in radio 
trigger, they also still come with the standard optical 
slave. Optical slaves detect light from other strobes 
firing and then trigger that unit at the same time.

Studio strobes can also produce more power than 
a smaller hot-shoe flash. The average power from a 
studio strobe can range from 150-2500 watt seconds. 
A hot-shoe flash set on full power will only produce 
around 80 watt seconds. This extra power is especially 
helpful when shooting on-location in direct sunlight. 
This reason alone is why I usually always pack my 
studio strobes for a photoshoot.  

So what is the difference between a hot-shoe 
flash and a studio strobe? The answer is that there 
isn’t much difference when you really analyze 
both units. The most important part is that they 
both create a burst of light that is controllable. As 
photographers your goal is to control and manipulate 
light. The quality of the light can be altered by using 
light modifiers that are available for both units. Power 
source’s and power requirements (watt seconds) are 
something that individual photographers needs to 
analyze based on your photography needs. 

Personally, I own and shoot with both hot-shoes and 
studio strobes. The reason is simple. Flashes and strobes 
are only tools to help photographers achieve the perfect 
photograph. Sometimes I need the increased power of a 
studio strobe to overpower direct sunlight. Other times 
I need TTL or exposure compensation that you can only 
get from a hot-shoe flash. During some photos shoots, I 
will even use both hot-shoe and studio strobes together. 
You can fit a hot-shoe flash in very small areas that you 
could never fit a studio strobe.

As a photographer, you need to determine 
what you will be shooting the most. You then want 
to build your lighting equipment around what you 
shoot. Sports photographers will use a different 
light set-up than a portrait photographer. A wedding 
photographer would also use a different set-up 
compared to what a fashion photographer would use. 

More important than figuring out what you 
will be shooting is knowing your personal style of 
shooting. Your personal lighting style will play a 
large role in deciding what lights will work best for 
you. Unfortunately, finding your lighting style will 
take time, practice, and attention to detail. This is 
something that will come naturally after a short time 
of playing with different lighting set-ups.  

Conclusion

This article and images contained are Copyright © and courtesy of Grady Layman. Please contact the author directly with any questions.
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Digital Photography 101

When one thinks of great landscape 
photography, names like Ansel Adams, Galen 
Rowell, and Art Wolfe all come to mind. Yet, 

you too can make breathtaking photos of the natural 
world by utilizing some common tricks of the trade! 
This article focuses on several specific areas that will 
have an immediate impact on your photography.

Time of Day
If you hang around with photographers long enough, 
you will inevitably hear the phrase “the magic hour”. 
This refers to the beautiful light of early morning and 
late evening. To put yourself in the right place at the 
right time, start by bookmarking a local website that 
provides sunrise and sunset times. I use this one:
http://www.usno.navy.mil/USNO/astronomical-
applications/data-services/rs-one-day-us

 Just enter the specific date of your shoot, and the 
appropriate city and state.  Your efforts will be rewarded 
with the warm tones created from the low angle of the 
sun. In addition, you’ll also notice an increase in color 
saturation.  Since most birds and animals are more 
active before bedding down for the day, you may be 
able to incorporate them into your scene. Best of all, 
you can focus on your craft without the distracting 
busloads of tourists typical of mid-day travel.    

Weather
Rainbows, lightning, ominous clouds, fog, and snow 
can all add considerable impact to your landscapes. 
In order to capture these natural phenomena, a 
photographer must seek out weather patterns that 
are less than ideal. By making yourself aware of 
the upcoming conditions, you can begin to plan 

A COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE TO UNDERSTANDING DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY TECHNIQUES  AND CONCEPTS

DRAMATIC LANDSCAPE PHOTOGRAPHY TIPS:  By Chris Corradino

Photo info:.1/15 sec, f22, 17mm,  ISO 100

http://www.usno.navy.mil/USNO/astronomical-applications/data-services/rs-one-day-us
http://www.usno.navy.mil/USNO/astronomical-applications/data-services/rs-one-day-us
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and visualize your photos in advance. For example, 
perhaps your favorite lighthouse will look even 
better with a foreground of freshly fallen snow and 
an overcast sky. Maybe that old grave yard will take 
on a more pensive feel in a thick morning fog. Here 
in New York City, people’s reactions to rain can create 
interesting photographic opportunities. Regardless of 
where you live, it’s important to consider the moods 
that various weather conditions can bring to a scene. 
Once you begin to work with the natural elements, 
the possibilities are endless. If you’re concerned about 
getting the camera wet, try using a hotel shower cap 
to keep it dry. In the mountains, weather can change 
quickly so it’s best to be prepared for anything.   

Filters
Two words: Neutral Density. It surpasses the Polarizer 
as the most useful filter landscape photographers can 
keep in their bag. These great little tools come in many 
shapes, strengths, and sizes.  I recommend the square 
types that fit in a lens mount. Cokin makes inexpensive 
holders that work well with other brand’s filters such as 
Hitech. Generally, a soft edge two stop neutral density 
filter is a good place to start. It works by reducing the 
difference in brightness between the foreground and 
the sky. This allows your digital sensor to capture the 
detail in both areas. For example, if you meter the 

foreground and expose it as 18% grey, the bright sky 
may be overexposed by two stops. A two stop ND filter 
would correct this by holding back two stops of light 
from the sky. With this technique, you can exceed your 
camera’s dynamic range. Filters in the three and four 
stop range are also quite effective and worth keeping 
in your bag.  I find the soft edge variation is much easier 
to blend naturally whereas the hard edge is preferable 
for seascapes with a definitive horizon line. To pick up 
an ND filter, check out www.2filter.com. 

While the aforementioned ND filters are a 
necessity for any serious landscape artist, be cautious 
when considering the purchase of a UV filter. Generally 
these filters don’t provide much impact, and can 
in fact reduce the ultimate image quality. Some 
photographers use them as a protective measure, 
and camera stores push them for this reason. Yet, for 
landscapes they are normally not necessary. Instead, 
consider a Circular Polarizer which is a very handy tool 
for increasing saturation and eliminating reflections 
on water and other surfaces. By rotating the filter 
while looking through the viewfinder, you can actually 
see the change a Polarizer has on the scene. The 
effectiveness of the polarization is dependent upon 
the angle of the sun in relation to your lens. For this 
reason, polarizing filters should not be left on the lens 

Photo info: 8 sec, f 8, 22mm, ISO 400
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at all times. Also, be aware that using a Polarizing filter 
reduces the amount of light reaching the sensor by 
approximately two stops.  

Camera Features
Many of today’s DSLRs have a feature called “Mirror Lock 
Up”. It is great tool to help you make sure your images 
are tack sharp. It works by locking the SLR mirror in the 
up position, and allowing the vibrations to stop before 
the shutter is fired. By using mirror lock up along with 
a sturdy tripod, your enlargements will be sharp, and 
ready for hanging on a gallery wall. Another useful 
feature of newer DSLR’S is a “Noise Reduction Mode” 
which reduces the digital noise typically found in long 
exposures and low light conditions. However, noise 
reduction can be applied with more control in the 
digital darkroom, often with superior results. Popular 
software like Neat Image, Noise Ninja, and Noiseware 
usually offer free trial periods. Before purchasing one, 
give it a test run to see what works best for you. 

One commonly overlooked feature that can’t 
be duplicated in the darkroom is the “Depth of Field 
Preview”. This useful button allows you to actually see 
what will be sharp, and what will blur prior to taking 
the image. For landscape photographers, this is an 
invaluable tool to help create an image of a scene 

as you want it to appear. Does F8 render the entire 
scene as relatively sharp, or should you try F11 or F16? 
The Depth of Field preview can help answer these 
questions while you are out in the field. 

The spot meter is a powerful tool for fine tuning 
your exposure. To use it, start by putting your camera 
into the manual exposure mode. Next, change your 
metering mode to spot. If your camera doesn’t have a 
spot metering mode, use the partial meter mode. In the 
viewfinder you should see something that looks like 
this: (-2...-1...0...+1...+2) If you want to make the sand 
on the beach look black, take a meter reading of the 
sand, and adjust your exposure to read at -2. Likewise, 
if you want to show the snow as truly white, take a 
meter reading off the snow and adjust your exposure 
to read as +1.5 or +2. This is accomplished by changing 
the f-stop, shutter speed, ISO, or a combination of all 
three. With digital cameras, it’s often best to make a 
reading of the brightest part of the image as digital 
sensors are more sensitive to highlights than film was. 
It takes some experimenting to get the hang of this 
system. Thankfully your digital camera will provide 
instant results, and you can make adjustments as you 
go.  Don’t forget to utilize the histogram here as well.  
It only takes a second to determine if your shadows are 
too dark, or highlights are overexposed. 

When shooting an auto-show, find unique details to capture. Photo info: 15 sec, f 4, 27mm, ISO 400
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Composition
Ansel Adams said “There are no rules for 
good photographs, there are only good 
photographs.” This is important to remember 
when considering your composition. Sure the 
rule of thirds is helpful, but it’s not meant to 
be the only way to photograph a scene. 

The key is to explore all the possibilities 
and compose with your feet. Before putting 
the camera on the tripod, bring it to your eye 
and make some decisions about how you want 
the picture to look. Does the horizon line look 
better at the bottom or the top of the frame? 
How about the middle? Also, consider what 
you would like to include in the foreground. 
Does the overall mood of the photo change 
from various vantage points? I know it’s 
tempting to include everything in one frame 
when surrounded by natural beauty, but try to 
avoid falling into this common trap. Instead, 
determine what is most important in the 
landscape and work to emphasize it by leaving 
out unnecessary elements. For example, if you 
have a field of wildflowers and a plain blue 
sky, you may opt to put your horizon line in 
the upper third of the frame. Not only will this 
emphasize the flowers, but it will de-emphasize 
the sky. Get down as far as you can and explore 
the perspective from ground level. Only after 
you find a composition that you like should the 
tripod be introduced. By experimenting this 
way, you are creating a different interpretation 
of the scene and giving it your own artistic 
touch. Instead of just taking the photo, your 
goal is to make the photo.

Post Processing
There is an ongoing debate amongst many photographers. What’s the preferred file type, RAW, DNG, TIFF, or JPEG? 
If you break the process down into 4 areas, each one of these files has a valid, useful purpose.

Capture Mode: For landscape photography RAW is the ideal capture format as it gives the photographer more control 
over the image in the digital darkroom. By simply changing the white balance you can make an immediate impact 
on the overall look of the photo. For instance, by choosing a white balance setting of cloudy, or shady, your photo 
will take on a warmer tone.

For Archival Purposes: The DNG format was recently created by Adobe in an effort to unify the various RAW formats 
created by different camera manufactures. If your software has the ability to save a file as a DNG, it is worthy of 
consideration. Yet, at this point in time, both RAW and DNG are acceptable archival methods for your digital negatives.

For Making Prints: By saving your completed image as a TIFF, you are using a lossless file which is capable of producing 
high quality enlargements.

For Email and Web Posting: A compressed JPEG saved at 72 DPI and under 100KB allows for quick web viewing, and 
email transmission.

Photo info: 30 sec, f 22, 28mm, ISO 100
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Final Thoughts
Through the efforts of the determined landscape photographers that came before us, an enormous amount of land 
has been conserved for future generations to enjoy. There is still work to be done, and your photographs can help to 
make the difference. There are countless photography books, DVDs, and websites which can provide inspiration to 
those who wish to find it. Yet, the easiest way to begin is to get outdoors with your camera often. Why not start right 
now. After all, it’s been said that the longest journey begins with a single step. I’ll see you out on the trail!

Photo info: 2 sec, f19, 26mm, ISO 100

About Chris Corradino
Chris Corradino is a professional freelance photographer in New York City. His work 
with the Associated Press has been widely published with credits including the USA 
Today, Washington Post, the Los Angeles Times and more.  As a Student Advisor at 
the New York Institute of Photography, Chris works with students to help develop 
the necessary skills to succeed in the photography industry.

Chris’s work can be viewed at www.christography.com
and on Facebook at www.facebook.com/chriscorradinophotography 

To find out more about how NYIP can help you reach your goals, receive a free catalog here. 

This article and all images contained are Copyright © and courtesy of Chris Corradino. Please contact the author directly with any questions.

http://www.christography.com
http://www.facebook.com/chriscorradinophotography
http://www.nyip.com/getstarted/learnphotographynow.php?code=D339


If you have a growing library of digital 
photos like most people with digital cameras, 
it might pay off to consider selling some 
of your less private work in the microstock 
field of photography sales. There are many 
companies that rely on these services for 
their creative imagery. I also suspect that 
as photography departments shrink, or are 
eliminated in the theme of the economy 
trends, the number of buyers are only going 
to continue to grow. 

Unless you have a large portfolio of good 
work ready to offer, don’t expect to hit it big 
and make lots of money right away. That is 
the nature of microstock sales. Mircrostock 
pays much less per image than regular and 
macro stock agencies. Even having a few 
dozen of the most sought after images in the 
catalog will not be a lucrative income. 

It takes a large library of quality images 
to produce great earnings. I have read about 
some microstock contributors making 
$300-$400 USD a month with an estimated 
3400 image portfolio. Hardly enough to 
make a living, but could be a very nice side 
income. It’s possible, however, that with 
enough images, motivation and dedication, 
one could develop into something bigger.  

This brings into question what images 
are you willing to sell for a relatively cheap 
price? For myself, I have many images which 
I consider to have a low interest in stock 
photography or are a bit more artful and have 
more meaning to myself because of subject 
or time spent processing. Those images I 
keep out of my microstock photography and 
only offer prints normally. Some agencies 
will offer you the option to sell the rights to 
your image for a set price, and it is possible 
the right images could generate one big 
payoff, so you might also consider this into 
the decision - whether to sell or not.  

On the other hand, I now find myself 
shooting things just for stock, like textures 
that I might have just passed over before; 
silly and simple things. It has also really 

IS MICROSTOCK RIGHT FOR 
YOU? - By Dean Neitman

Going Pro: The Photo-Preneur
HOW TO GO FROM AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHER TO ENTREPRENEURIAL PROFESSIONAL
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helped open my eyes to more subjects. I try to consider 
how subjects could used. Textures for backgrounds 
usually have a broad appeal for instance. It’s also 
something to consider when framing or cropping 
an image. Negative space is not always so bad in the 
commercial photo world. Subjects photographed with 
solid color backgrounds such as white or black are also 
popular because of their versatile use for background 
replacement and design use. 

So where do you start? There are many microstock 
agencies online and growing. Some are more popular 
than others and some are more selective about the 
quality. The rate of pay is different for most as well. 
Where you sell your work might be best decided by each 
individual. iStock and Getty images for example are a bit 
more selective about the images they will take than an 
agency such as Dreamstime might be, but FeaturePics is 
even more open to submissions than both. 

Some of the more selective agencies may also 
require a small portfolio submission just to become a 
contributor before you can upload to an account for 
sales. They want to make sure your work falls within 
their ideal range of styles and quality. iStock and Getty 
do this. I also considered selling on Vivozoom, whom 
also require this. I just sent them links to another 

stock portfolio account and home website gallery for 
samples which worked well for admittance. 

You might also consider the payout and how 
it is determined. A few online agencies allow the 
contributor to set individual prices and they only take 
a percentage of the final sale while others have a set 
payout structure with set pricing depending on the 
size of the image and the type of account purchased 
on. Sometimes agencies offer buyers a subscription 
account which gives them set number of downloads 
for set time period and these often pay less than 
normal credited purchases. 

Where do I sell my photos? Currently, I am selling 
my stock library on Dreamstime.com. I started with 
Dreamstime over 2 years ago. I discovered them 
through my employer. I liked that they accepted 
various art forms as well as the photography. My first 
year I didn’t upload much. Just a few pieces of art 
and a few vacation photos. As time went on, I added 
more images slowly and slowly noticed more sales. 
I had used FeaturePics and considered spreading 
out to more agencies but recently condensed to 
just Dreamstime because of obtaining an exclusive 
contract which offered better payout and simplified 
my photo submission and tracking process. 
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Sometimes your images may get refused. 
Get used to this! Online stock photo agencies 
will refuse photos for many reasons. One 
reason I discovered early was “subject already 
well covered in our catalog” type of rejections. 
I had submitted many nice shots of geese 
and ducks from my nearby park. Well, to my 
surprise these subjects were already well 
covered and refused. It was then I learned 
that easily spotted and captured subjects 
are often most popular submissions to stock 
photography resellers. If you plan to submit 
these, you need to try to find something 
unique when capturing or processing them 
to get acceptance. 

I just mentioned processing and for good 
reason. They way you process your images 
can make a difference on acceptance also. 
I think a person has to decide first... what 
image do they want to create? A work of 
art or image with tones much like a photo? 
Then make that image the best looking 
photo or artwork they can while considering 
how it might be used such as wall hanging, 
magazine cover, background, advertisement, 
web page, editorial and etc.. You also want 
your image to look its best because its going 
to be displayed with a group of other similar 
photos when searched by potential buyers. 
There’s a fine line though between “juicing” 
up an image and over processing it, so be 
careful when hitting up the saturation etc. 
unless it’s an artistic style. 

I will share a little secret trick I learned 
while searching best sellers in landscape 
photos. I looked at many popular landscape 
photos and one thing I noticed in common 
was slightly darker blue skies and punched 
up contrast. These photos stand out in 
the search galleries. Sometimes just good 
lighting, exposure, maybe a circular polarizer 
will be enough, but other times you might 
need to apply a little extra time in processing. 
Consider graduated filters for lens or in post 
processing to drop the exposure of the 
sky just a bit. Watch adding too much blue 
saturation. Its often a better result to just 
lower the luminance of the dark blue channel 
or cyan ever so slightly, drop exposure, or 
recovery in RAW processing. 

Noise is also in issue to keep in mind when 
it comes to the photograph submissions. 
Too much noise can get images rejected. 
Sometimes a little too much noise can sneak 
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This article and all images contained are Copyright © and courtesy of Dean Neitman. Please contact the author directly with any questions.

into your shadows easily and especially with higher 
ISO settings. It could be a worthy investment in good 
noise reduction software for this reason. 

Another good thing to get familiar with is writing 
effective keywords, titles and captions for your 
photos. Keywords are very important for getting your 
photos found in a large database. Some agencies 
offer keywording services but its something every 
stock photographer should be making themselves 
familiar with. There are many articles and blog posts 
on the internet related to best keyword practices. 
Writing an effective title is also important. The pros 
recommend that best titles summarize the photo with 
a keyword and have the caption describe the scene 
with location, subject, time of day, colors and etc. All 
these things help to get your image found when its 
placed on the internet. 

One last thing you really need to consider when 
getting your photos ready for stock sales - Don’t 
overlook the legal aspects when it comes to model 
releases, property releases and trademarked logos. 
If a recognizable person is in your photograph, it will 
need a signed model release. Any property, object or 
building that is privately owned or very recognizable 
should have a property release too. This doesn’t mean 
you can’t use a city skyline shot but, make sure it free 
from trademarked or copyrighted logos and signs. It’s 

not unusual to find yourself cloning out parts of a photo 
to cover this and it is definitely acceptable in most 
circumstances. Remember, editorial rules don’t apply 
(unless submitting for editorial content purposes of 
course) so any cloning or manipulation that improves 
an image and improves its legal status is welcomed 
here. You might even find a place for marketing stylized 
photo/digital art as well if that is your thing. 

To get you started, I have compiled of small list 
of micro stock agencies online. This is not a complete 
list by any means but it represents some of the more 
popular agencies. In no particular order:

http://www.gettyimages.com
http://www.dreamstime.com
http://www.pixmac.com
http://www.featurepics.com
http://www.vivozoom.com
http://www.istockphoto.com
http://www.123rf.com
http://www.shutterstock.com
http://www.microstockphoto.com
http://www.fotolia.com

There are many others I have not listed and more 
popping up all the time. Do your research to decide which 
is right for you or you may decided to diversify to many of 
the agencies. Either way, happy shooting and good luck.

http://www.gettyimages.com
http://www.dreamstime.com
http://www.pixmac.com
http://www.featurepics.com
http://www.vivozoom.com
http://www.istockphoto.com
http://www.123rf.com
http://www.shutterstock.com
http://www.microstockphoto.com
http://www.fotolia.com
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Photoshop Workspaces and Tool Options:

In Adobe applications, “Workspace” simply means the arrangement of panels, bars, windows and tools used to 
facilitate your tasks and speed up your workflow. In Photoshop, for example, there are several preset workspaces suited to 
the variety of tasks you might perform. You can even set up and save your own, here’s how...

When you first open Photoshop you will see a “Workspace” similar to the one above showing lots of different panels 

BACK TO BASICS PART II: PHOTOSHOP WORKSPACES - By John Ogden

If you are playing along with this series of articles, last month you would have downloaded your 
images using Bridge and Lightroom, now you are going to give Photoshop some Space to do its Work!

Part II
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in panel groups. If it dosn’tt look like this, choose “Default” under the Workspace Options or the “Photography” 
option in CS5 (in CS5 you may also have to use the “Reset...” option found under the workspaces drop down menu 
– that’s the double chevron arrow to the right end of the application frame) 

Look under the Window file menu and you will see a list of panel names, the ticks represent the ones that are 
currently open in your chosen workspace. To maximise the working area, and make life easier, you can create your 
own simpler custom workspace and save it as follows.

Custom Workspace
It’s a bit of a mission, but stick with it, you will only have 

to do this once. Right-click on the tab label in any group 
(right on the words on the tab) and choose “Close Tab 
Group” from the context menu.

 
Continue until you have closed most of the groups. (In 

CS3 click on the small “X” icon right over near the edge of 
the screen to close the top panel group and carry on with 
the other groups too).

You are left with a column of small panel icons docked to the right side of the screen. Use the double disclosure 
triangle icon to expand this dock then continue in the same way as before to close all panels. 

If you look at the list under the Window file menu now, only the (tool) Options and Tools (Bar) will be ticked. 
The main panels most commonly used for almost every Photoshop project are History and Layers, so go ahead 
and tick them on the list. 

When the panels come back they will bring a few friends in their group (e.g. Layers like to work alongside 
Channels and Paths). To close down these extras (if you desire), right click on the name tab in the group e.g. 
“Channels” and this time choose Close as opposed to Close Tab Group. 

Finally use the double disclosure 
arrows (now pointing right!) to 
collapse the panels down to icons. 
You should end up with something 
like the illustration below. The 
individual panel icons can be 
dragged around to rearrange the 
stacking or docking order if needed.

 To complete this task, go to Window > Workspace > New Workspace... and give your workspace a name. (In 
CS3 this option is labelled “Save Workspace”).

Now look under the Workspace Options and you should see a new entry, I have called it “johns”. Anytime your 
work area gets untidy, click on this new entry to revert to the basic set up that you just created and use the Reset... 
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option to get right back to square one. You may also wish to review the other workspaces in the list, don’t worry now 
you can always come back to your saved workspace.

Zooming and Tool Options   
Open any colourful detailed image and click on the magnifying class to choose the Zoom Tool.  Notice the 

options have changed in the tool options bar. Whichever tool you choose, the options for that tool will be presented 
here.  You can choose the plus icon to make the tool zoom in when used and the minus to zoom out. Notice you can 
also quickly access 25%, 50%, 100% and 200% using the zoom level drop down in the application frame.

TIP: Always check tool options when you chose any tool, the settings will be remembered from last time and may not be 
what you are expecting!

Zoom right in by clicking again and again until you can see the square pixels in the image (in CS4 you will also 
see a pixel grid overlay when at full zoom).

 
Now switch to the Hand Tool           and push 

the image around in the frame. N.B. You can 
temporarily active the hand tool at any time 
when using another tool by holding down the 
Space Bar. If you are using a mouse with a scroll 
wheel, go to Preferences/General... at the bottom 
of the Edit menu and tick the Zoom with Scroll 
Wheel checkbox and try that option.

Double Click for Speed
Now with the image still zoomed right in 

double click on the Hand Tool in the tool box and 
your image will immediately zoom out to fit the 
screen. Double click on the Zoom Tool to see a 
100% view. This may or may not fit on your screen 
depending on the image’s resolution.

In Summary
Setting up your workspace with all your favourite panels at your fingertips will save you valuable time and 

maximize precious screen real estate for your image. Understanding the behaviour, options and shortcuts for 
the tools will speed up your workflow and reduce frustration. Next month I am going to continue this series by 
explaining the idiosyncrasies of the Crop tool and giving you an overview of other Photoshop tools you might 
use as a photographer don’t miss it! 

This article and images contained are Copyright © and courtesy of John Ogden.  Please contact the author directly with any questions.
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Over the past few months, PhotographyBB Magazine has explored the latest features in the beta releases of Lightroom 3 (see 
issues 22 - 26, series by John Ogden). After an extensive set of not one but two public betas, the folks at Adobe have delivered 
on many feature requests and added some simple things (referred to as JDI, or “Just Do It”) features to help our photography 
work flow go much easier.  We could take a look at every single change under the hood, but as with so many things in software 
and technology – much has already been addressed in various outlets including video resources and tutorials, training courses 
and workshops are also in development (if not already launched), with much more sure to come.  Here, I am going to briefly 
review (albeit somewhat superficially) the biggest changes that have happened in Lightroom 3, and share some thoughts on 
why these features are going to be so useful.  There’s a lot to cover so let’s break this down by tool.

New Watermarking
Watermarking has always been somewhat tedious in Lightroom.  As you may recall, in version 2.7, there wasn’t really a 

native function to handle watermarking that fit with the work flow.  Instead, you had to install a third party plugin to add 

We’re all familiar with the amazing power that Adobe puts into their applications, 
and the recent release of the latest and greatest Creative Suite a few months ago left 
many jaws on the floor with such flashy new features as Content Aware Fill, Puppet 
Warp, and much more.  Not being one to rest on their laurels, Adobe has fired another 
impressive shot in their latest release of Adobe Lightroom 3.  

by Jason Anderson 

SOFTWARE FEATURE

Adobe’s LIGHTROOM 3
A REVIEW OF THE NEW FEATURES IN LR3
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something to the work flow for easier handling of the task.  I used LR2 Mogrify, which worked well enough, but 
the new watermarking feature makes the work flow a lot more smoothly, giving you options for sizing, opacity, 
and much more!

Noise Handling
One of the most welcome additions to Lightroom 3 is its increased ability to handle noise.  The algorithms 

Adobe has built into Lightroom 3 have pretty much negated the need to make a round trip through any 3rd party 
plugin anymore.  So, before, where you likely needed to use something like Noise Ninja, Nik Dfine – in this latest 
version, the built-in noise handling is a huge improvement.  It’s almost to the point where I would say that a 3rd 
party plugin is not needed for noise reduction anymore.

Lightroom 3 also has improved the “add grain” feature, which is basically controlled noise.  This is super cool 
for those times when you have a mixture of old film and newer digital shots and want some consistency in noise/
grain levels across the portfolio.  It’s also very welcome for special effects on black and whites too.  

 

Tethered Shooting
Perhaps one of my favorite new features in Lightroom 3 is the introduction of tethered shooting.  On 

connecting your camera to a computer via USB cable, you can now open a tethered shooting dialog window that 
will detect your camera (depending on make and model), and let you capture straight to your computer, giving 
you a much bigger preview screen on your full size monitor.  This is particularly useful for product shots, studio 
portraiture, macro work and food photography.

One thing I did notice is that you only have control over the shutter actuation (the big gray button), but 
you can still see all the camera settings like shutter speed, aperture, ISO, and white balance levels.  Given their 
visibility, I suspect that this will be forthcoming down the road.

Lens Perspective Correction
Another added feature in Lightroom 3 that will likely be useful for many wide angle shooters is the ability 

to apply lens-specific corrections.   Barrel distortion, chromatic aberration, and vignetting are three of the most 
common optical flaws that can be adjusted for, and Adobe has really added some muscle under the hood here.  
You can make adjustments for fisheye lenses, which makes architecture shots go straight in a flash!
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A native library of profiles is already built in to Lightroom 3, but you can add your own by downloading and 
using the Lens Profile Creator from Adobe Labs if you have a specific lens in your gear bag that you would like to 
address distortion or CA for without having to make edits.

JDI Features
Of course there are more fancy features to Lightroom 3, but with all the resources out there that are being 

devoted to coverage, continuing that coverage here really won’t add to the discussion all that much, so I’d like to 
take a moment and share one of my favorite JDI (just do it) features that Adobe has added this go around.

X Crop – This is so handy; having a keyboard shortcut to quickly toggle between a landscape crop and a 
portrait crop, the time savings here is worth the time spent in R&D alone.  (Just make sure you have the crop tool 
active, or else the image will be set as rejected! See next page.)
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Conclusion
To read more about all the latest features and updates to Lightroom 3 (including the JDI “fixes”, here is a list of 
resources for those interested:

• Learning Resource Center (myself and Kerry Garrison of Camera Dojo)
• The Lightroom Journal
• The Lightroom Queen
• The Lightroom Lab
• Lightroom Blog

Another fun resource (shameless self-plug) is the Learning Digital Photography podcast where I had the 
opportunity to talk with Tom Hogarty, the Senior Product Manager for Adobe Lightroom earlier this month).  
There’s lots to catch up on there to including long term development plans, digital and video convergence and 
much more!  Check it out on my website here:  Conversation with Tom Hogarty

If you haven’t upgraded yet, or considered upgrading yet, I can tell from feedback I’ve received and in talking 
with others, that this latest iteration will be the “game-changer” for many photographers in their work flow.  Give 
it a try – Adobe lets you download free 30 day trials so you can kick the tires, and who knows – in the end, you may 
end up becoming a better photographer.  After all, less time in post production means more time out shooting, 
so what have you got to lose?

When using X Crop, make sure you have the crop tool active, or else the image will be set as rejected!

Ooops!

This article and images contained are Copyright © and courtesy of Jason Anderson. Please contact the author directly with any questions.

Get the new Adobe Photoshop Lightroom 3!
Upgrade from $99 or Full Version from $299 (USD) Click this box for details. Immediate digital delivery!

http://cameradojo.com/lightroom3
http://blogs.adobe.com/lightroomjournal/
http://www.lightroomqueen.com/blog/
http://thelightroomlab.com/
http://lightroom-blog.com/
http://www.canonblogger.com/2010/06/22/lightroom-3-is-here-now-what/
http://www.jdoqocy.com/click-2234400-10461412
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Step 1: 
Open up the photograph that you want to frame. Using 
any selection tool you desire, draw a selection of where 
you would like your border to be in your image.

Here we used the rectangular marquee tool to draw 
our selection, but you can just as easily use the eliptical 
marquee tool, or even draw a wavey shape, freehand 
with the lasso tool!

Step 2: 
With the selection drawn, click on the “Add adjustment 
layer” icon at the bottom of the Layers Palette, and 
choose “Solid Color...” from the flyout menu.

HOW TO CREATE SPRAYED BORDERS:  By Dave Seeram

Adobe Photoshop® Tutorial
TECHNIQUES, TIPS, AND TRICKS FOR DIGITAL EDITING OF IMAGES IN PHOTOSHOP®

Last month we looked at a technique for framing your images digitally. This month I’d like 
to show you a very handy technique (especially for the scrapbookers out there) for framing 
your images with a sprayed border effect. The method I will teach you here also allows for 
some customization of the spray effect, along with the background colour of the canvas.
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Step 3:
When the dialog box pops up, you will be prompted 
to pick a color for the “Solid Color” adjustment layer 
you are creating. You can choose any color you would 
like, as this will become your canvas background color. 
For now we’ll choose white, as this can be changed 
anytime once the border has been created.

Step 4:
Since we had drawn our border selection before creating 
this adjustment layer, Photoshop automatically uses 
the active selection area to create a mask for any new 
adjustment layers you create while the selection is active.

You will see in the Layers Palette how the Color Fill layer 
has a layer mask of the border you previously drew.

Don’t worry about how your image looks at this point, 
we’re going to fix that right away!

Step 5:
To fix our image, we actually want to invert the mask 
on the Color Fill layer. Provided you haven’t clicked off 
of it, the layer mask should still be active. If it is not, 
you can click on it to make it active.

Now click Control-I (PC) or Command-I (Mac) to invert 
the mask, and you will now see your image with a 
white (or any color you selected in step 3) border 
around it.

Step 6:
With the layer mask still active, go to the menu: Filter > 
Brush Strokes > Sprayed Strokes...

The Brush Strokes dialog window will open where you 
can experiment with the different stroke options. You 
will see the effect in the large preview window and can 
adjust any of the sliders to your liking. 

You can also combine or add duplicate stroke effects 
by clicking on the “New effect layer” icon at the bottom 
right of the window (indicated by the red arrow here).

Once you have created a sprayed border to your liking, 
click OK to see the result on your image.
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Step 7:
Here we can see the final result of the sprayed border 
on our image. As I mentioned before, you can choose 
a different color besides white for the color of the 
background canvas, and you can do so WITHOUT 
having to go back and start over! 

Here’s how to do it...

Step 8:
Double-click on the little white box on the Color Fill 
layer in the Layers Palette. The color dialog box will 
pop up again, and you are free to choose any color you 
would like for your canvas background. You will also 
be able to see these changes as you click on various 
colors. Click OK once you have a color you like...

But we’re not finished yet!

We’re going to spice up this border even further by 
adding a drop shadow to it.

With the Color Fill layer active, click on the layer effects 
icon (fx) at the bottom of the layers palette, and choose 
Drop Shadow... from the flyout menu.

At this point, it’s just a matter of experimenting with 
the Opacity, Distance, and Size sliders to achieve the 
perfect effect based on your image.

Final Result:
There you have it - sprayed borders! 

This technique comes in very handy when creating your 
own photo greeting cards, scrapbooks, or even digital 
slideshows. I hope you have enjoyed this tutorial and 
put it to good use with your photographic masterpieces.

Until next month, have fun, and happy Photoshopping!

This article and images contained are Copyright © and courtesy of Dave Seeram.  Please contact the author directly with any questions.
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PBB: Welcome to PhotographyBB, and thank you so 
much for joining us. Let’s start by getting to know 
you better - tell us about yourself Cesar!

The pleasure is all mine! My name is Cesar 
Altamirano and I currently work in an advertising 
agency as a Graphic Designer / Staff Photographer. I also 
have a personal business called Onigun Studio, which I 
developed during my time in college. I graduated with 
a Graphic Design major and a Photography minor in 
2006 and have been working as a professional designer 
and photography since. 

I have been a visual person as far back as I can 

remember. Though I have had a strong background in 
design and illustration, my passion for photography 
grew exponentially during college. The most 
important things to me are color and composition, and 
it’s something I always strive for in my work.

PBB: What photographic equipment do you use, and 
is there any piece of equipment that you ALWAYS 
bring with you on a shoot?

I have recently upgraded to a Nikon D700 from 
a Nikon D300. I have only had it for about 2 months 
and I am already completely in love with the full frame 
and increased ISO performance. It has given me more 

PhotographyBB Magazine is honoured to welcome Cesar Altamirano to the spotlight chair this 
month. Cesar is an extraordinary photographer and graphic designer whom we found on Flickr 
through viewing his photographs of the cast from the hit TV show, LOST. It’s our pleasure to welcome 
Cesar and learn more about him and his photography. 

 THIS MONTH’S SPOTLIGHT INTERVIEW: Cesar Altamirano

Photographer in the Spotlight

Photo Info: 8 sec, f7.1, 60mm, ISO 100
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opportunities to take photos in less than desirable 
situations. I also have a Velbon tripod and several 
prime lenses, as well as an SB600 flash. To store all my 
photos I use Sandisk 32GB compact flash cards.

I never leave home without my D700 of course, and 
I always bring the following three lenses wherever I go, 
the 50mm f/1.4, 24mm f/2.8 and 60mm f/2.8 Macro. I 
will also always bring my iPad with me, as it contains 
the most current iteration of my portfolio to be able to 
show to anyone at anytime.  

PBB: How long have you been into photography, and 
can you recall what first got you into photography?

I have been interested in photography since I was 
very young – my dad loved it and was always taking 
pictures. My interest didn’t blossom beyond curiosity 
though; it wasn’t until my first year of college that 
I got my first camera. I got myself a Pentax camera 
and a kit lens that I needed for my introductory to 
black and white photography course. The camera 
was fully manual and I was able to learn a lot with it. 
I have been shooting since and have owned several 
different Nikon DSLRs.

While photography had always been an interest 
for me, it wasn’t until I took a trip to Peru in early 
2005 with my family that my eyes were opened. Even 
though I did take my Pentax with me, I came back 
from the trip with such amazing memories that I felt 
I didn’t have the knowledge or confidence to capture 
them with my camera. When I came back I decided 
that I was going to do all I could to learn the craft so 
that I could always capture them.

PBB: What is your artistic/photographic background 
(i.e. Self-taught, formal training/schooling)?

Photo Info: 1/200th sec, f3.2, 60mm, ISO 400

Photo Info: 1/60th sec, f3, 60mm, ISO 200
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I learned the basics of photography from college 
for the most part, but I have been pretty much self-
taught for the past 4 years. While this probably wasn’t 
the most ideal thing, it has taught me the ability to rely 
on myself to figure out problems and find solutions.

PBB: We actually found you on Flickr through 
our mutual interest in the TV Show - LOST. Your 
photography of the cast is amazing, and immediately 
caught my eye. Tell us about your experience in 
photographing the cast of LOST!

Thank you very much; I am so happy that my photos 
have found their way to fans of the show all over the 
world. There are very few words that could describe 
going to Hawaii to shoot the cast of my favorite show, 
LOST, except that it was completely surreal. I have been 
a huge fan of the show since the beginning, so not only 
was the experience completely satisfying as a fan, but 
also as a professional. 

The show held a special “Sunset on the Beach” 
premiere event for the final season of the show, and 
I was fortunate enough to attend. I was also part of 
the red carpet event and was lucky enough to get to 
photograph the entire main cast, I got to meet and talk 

Photo Info: 1/3200th sec, f5, 24mm, ISO 250

Photo Info: 1/2000th sec, f7.1, 20mm, ISO 125 Photo Info: 1/2500th sec, f3.5, 50mm, ISO 100
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all the actors as well. I was there working alongside 
two successful Lost podcasters named Jay and Jack.

I have been extremely lucky to be able to share 
my photos with thousands of fans that were unable 
to make the trip to Hawaii – and it has been the most 
rewarding experience to have people enjoy them.

Editor’s Note: While we are unable to publish Cesar’s 
photos of the LOST cast in PhotographyBB Online 
Magazine, we would like to invite our readers to check out 
Cesar’s LOST galleries here: 
http://www.flickr.com/photos/onigun/
sets/72157623894068703/

PBB: From looking through your online gallery, I 
can see that you have a distinct style in capturing 
portraits. How did you get started in portraits, 
and what inspires you when it comes to portrait 
photography?

Thank you! Shooting portraits is one of my favorite 
subjects; I believe that if you look into someone’s 
eyes, you can see where they have been, where they 
are and where they might be going. I love capturing 
expressions, smiles and poses. I love to try new angles, 
work in ways others might not think of. 

As I mentioned earlier, color and composition are 
the most important things to me. I always strive to 
achieve interesting and compelling angles and show 
vibrant colors.

There is something about the human soul that 
attracts me in ways that no other subject could. When 
I photograph people, I build a relationship with them 
and I attempt to tell a story with the photos.

Photo Info: 1/800th sec, f2.5, 50mm, ISO 250

Photo Info: 1/1000th sec, f2.8, 50mm, ISO 320

http://www.flickr.com/photos/onigun/sets/72157623894068703/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/onigun/sets/72157623894068703/
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PBB: I see that you enjoy capturing a wide range of 
photographic disciplines. Do you have a particular 
style of photography that you would like to work on 
more in the future?

The only style that I would like to work on more in 
the future is studio glamour style photography. A lot of 
the portraiture work that I do is outdoor using available 
light. Although my passion will always lie in outdoor 
settings, studio work is definitely the top of my list!

PBB: Do you have any particular photographic 
achievement which you are most proud of? What 
are your plans for the future, photography-wise?

The achievement I am most proud of at this point was 
being able to shoot the entire LOST cast for the Season 6 
premiere in Hawaii, as well as shooting a huge party at 
the LA Orpheum for the series finale of the show!

Looking forward, my long term goal is to always be 
exploring new things, to travel more and to always be 
shooting. Short term I would like to find new and exciting 
ways to take portraits, whether it be the location, the 
angles or even the type of people I take photos of.

PBB: What advice can you offer our readers who are 
either beginners to digital photography, or those 
aspiring to become better photographers?

Some people say that in order to gain expertise 
over a craft one must spend either 10 years or 10,000 
hours doing it. Whether you believe in this or not, one 
thing is certain – the more you do something, the 
better at it you will be.

The one thing I always tell people who ask me 
for advice is – find what you love to shoot and shoot 
it as much as you can. Shoot it to the point that you 
can’t stand it anymore. The more you shoot the more 
you will become comfortable not only with your 
equipment, but you will become more comfortable 
with yourself. I feel that in a lot of ways, being 
confident in yourself is the most important tool you 
have when faced with a difficult shooting situation. 
Believe in yourself and the rest will fall into place.

Photo Info: 1/2000th sec, f7.1, 20mm, ISO 200

Photo Info: 0.6 sec, f6.3, 50mm, ISO 100

This article and images contained are Copyright © and courtesy of Cesar Altamirano. Please contact the author directly with any questions.
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Assignment: Old Technology 
The theme for this month’s assignment was to capture “Old Technology.” There are plenty of pieces of old technology all around us; 
many of which have their own unique story to tell. Our members were tasked with finding an old piece of technology, and sharing 
that story in a photograph. Thanks to all our participants, and here are the top selections for this challenge:

Top: Photo by member “billmc” Bottom Left: Photo by member “robinkaspar.” Bottom Right: Photo by member “Debrasue”.
Thank you to all of our photography assignment participants. We look forward to your submissions in our ongoing bi-weekly assignments.
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Right:  Assignment: “Old Technology” - Photo by: Rene52
http://www.flickr.com/photos/rene52/

Bottom Left: Assignment: “Old Technology” - Photo by: sumoetx
http://www.flickr.com/photos/27963332@N06/

Middle Left:  Best of April 2010 - Photo by: herb.g
http://www.flickr.com/photos/herbphoto/

Top Left:  Best of April 2010 - Photo by: Paul Cotor
http://www.flickr.com/photos/paulcotor/

PhotographyBB flickr Group Member Photos
The PhotographyBB Gallery group on flickr® is the latest place for flickr® members to participate in PhotographyBB 
Assignments. Each month, in addition to choosing our top photos from the PhotographyBB Forum submissions, we’ll also 
be selecting some images from the talented members of our flickr® group to showcase their photography. Click on the links 
under each photo to view the flickr® gallery of the photographer who submitted the photo.

http://www.flickr.com/photos/rene52/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/27963332@N06/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/herbphoto/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/paulcotor/
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Do You Have a 
Great Idea for 

a Photography 
Article?

We are looking for 
talented individuals 
who would like to 
expand their portfolios 
by volunteering to 
contribute articles to 
this e-magazine! If you 
are interested, we’d 
love to hear from you.

Topics of Interest are:

- Photography Techniques
- Photography on Location
- Photoshop Tutorials
- Hardware / Software Reviews
- Camera Equipment
- Member Spotlight
- Plus we’re open to new ideas!

To become either a regular 
contributing author, or even 
just for a one-time article, 
please email us at: 

magazine@photographybb.com

Introduce yourself, share your 
idea, and maybe we’ll see you 
in next month’s issue!

Step into the Spotlight!
Would you like to be featured in the PhotographyBB 
Online Spotlight on Member section? If so, please let 
us know at: magazine@photographybb.com

We’ll feature your photos, a small biography and write-
up about you, as well as links to your web gallery or 
photography related business. We all love photography 
and image editing, so let’s get to know each other!

Been Around the World?
We are looking for talented writers who would like 
to share their experiences in visiting far away places, 
or even your home town for that matter. In our 
Photography Around the World column, we take our 
readers on a photographic journey, and we would like 
you to be our tour guide.

If you would like to share your story and photography 
of a city you have visited, please contact us and share 
your idea with our team. We’d love to hear from you!

RSS Updates Available:
There have been some requests for email notifications  
of upcoming issues of the PhotographyBB Magazine 
Online. You can receive updates on the magazine as 
well as our blog postings through our RSS feed which 
can either be aggregated to your feed reader, or 
emailed to your email address. Any of our readers who 
are interested can subscribe here:
http://feeds2.feedburner.com/photographybb

Discounts for Readers:
For those of you who are interested in getting into HDR 
photography, there simply is no better HDR software 
then HDRsoft’s Photomatix Pro, available as a stand 
alone software and as a Photoshop Plugin. Visit:
http://www.photographybb.com/hdr/
and use the coupon code: photographybb.com 
for a special discount. Also, check out the Shop 
PhotographyBB site for links to some great deals on 
cameras and accessories. Best deals on the web!

Thank you for reading the PhotographyBB Online 
Magazine. We hope  you enjoyed it, and we’d love to 
see you again next month. If you have any questions or 
comments for us regarding this magazine, please feel 
free to email us at: magazine@photographybb.com


